The Gaia-ESO survey (GES) is now in its fifth and last year of observations, and has already produced tens of thousands of high-quality spectra of stars in all Milky Way components. This paper presents the strategy behind the selection of astrophysical calibration targets, ensuring that all GES results on radial velocities, atmospheric parameters, and chemical abundance ratios will be both internally consistent and easily comparable with other literature results, especially from other large spectroscopic surveys and from Gaia. The calibration of GES is particularly delicate because of: (i) the large space of parameters covered by its targets, ranging from dwarfs to giants, from O to M stars, and with a large range of metallicities, as well as including fast rotators, emission line objects, stars affected by veiling and so on; (ii) the variety of observing setups, with different wavelength ranges and resolution; and (iii) the choice of analyzing the data with many different state-of-the art methods, each stronger in a different region of the parameter space, which ensures a better understanding of systematic uncertainties. An overview of the GES calibration and homogenization strategy is also given, along with some examples of the usage and results of calibrators in GES iDR4 -the fourth internal GES data release, that will form the basis of the next GES public data release. The agreement between GES iDR4 recommended values and reference values for the calibrating objects are very satisfactory. The average offsets and spreads are generally compatible with the GES measurement errors, which in iDR4 data already meet the requirements set by the main GES scientific goals.
Introduction
The detailed study of the Milky Way (MW) as a galaxy has emerged as a central field in modern astrophysics and is currently attracting much attention, not the least thanks to the launch of the Gaia ESA space mission in December 2013 (Gaia Collaboration 2016a; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b; Lindegren & Perryman 1996; Mignard 2005; de Bruijne 2012) . For in-depth studies of the properties of the stellar populations in the MW, highmultiplex spectroscopy of sufficient resolution is required to obtain radial velocities (RV), stellar astrophysical parameters (AP), and elemental abundances for large numbers of stars (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002; Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2010) . Several new instruments have been designed around this idea (including HERMES, 4MOST, and WEAVE; Barden et al. 2010; de Jong et al. 2014; Balcells et al. 2010 ) and several spectroscopic surveys are ongoing or planned with this goal in mind (for example RAVE, APOGEE, GALAH, and LEGUE; Kordopatis et al. 2013; Majewski et al. 2015; De Silva et al. 2015; Newberg et al. 2012 ). All these surveys will study millions of stars, but Based on data products from observations made with ESO Telescopes at the La Silla Paranal Observatory under programme IDs 188. B-3002 and 193.B-0936. they will adopt different selection criteria, instrumental setups, and data analysis methods.
The Gaia-ESO public spectroscopic survey (GES, Gilmore et al. 2012; Randich et al. 2013 ) started operations at the end of 2011, with the goal of exploring all components of the MW in a complementary way to Gaia. GES uses the FLAMES optical spectrograph (Pasquini et al. 2000) at the ESO (European Southern Observatory) VLT (Very Large Telescope), in Medusa combined mode, where 6 to 8 fibers are used by UVES with a resolution of R=λ/∆λ 47 000, and 132 fibers are used by GI-RAFFE, with R 16 000-25 000, depending on the wavelength range chosen (see Table 1 for a list of the GES observing setups used). GES is measuring RVs and derive APs and chemical abundances of several elements for ∼10 5 stars, focussing on relatively faint stars (mainly V>16 mag), for which Gaia will not be able to provide accurate RVs and abundances. GES data have their own outstanding scientific and legacy value, but together with the Gaia data they will provide extremely detailed 6D space information (position, distance, and 3D motions), combined with astrophysical information, for a representative sample of MW stars.
Stellar spectroscopic surveys require specific calibrators, to allow for meaningful comparisons with other literature studies Table 1 . FLAMES instrumental setups used in the Gaia-ESO Survey, with the number of individual stars analysed in iDR4 for each setup. The official ESO setup data presented here refer to the period covered by GES iDR4 observations, i.e., before August 2014.
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and spectroscopic surveys, but also for internal homogenization purposes. GES has chosen to invest a significant effort on calibrations, because of the large variety of stellar targets, and consequently of observational setups and analysis methods. Of course, the calibration objects do not serve only to assess the internal consistency, but also to allow for external comparisons with other large surveys and with Gaia. This will maximize their legacy value and provide a rich reference dataset for future intersurvey calibrations.
In this paper we describe the GES calibration needs, the calibrating targets selection and observation processes, and the various uses and purposes of the chosen calibrators in the framework of the GES data analysis. We use the GES iDR4 data 1 to illustrate how the calibrators are employed in GES, and with which results. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss the general basis and implementation of the GES calibration strategy; the following sections discuss various types of calibrators like RV standards (Section 3); open and globular clusters (OC and GC, respectively, Section 5); benchmark stars (Section 4); astroseismologic constraints (Section 6). In Section 7 we present our summary and conclusions.
GES calibration needs and strategy
The broad scientific goal of GES is to survey all MW components, including the disk(s), the bulge, the halo, with special attention to the Solar neighborhood, that will be studied by Gaia in extreme detail (Gilmore et al. 2012) . GES includes OCs of all ages, excluding only those that are still embedded (Randich et 1 GES iDR4 is the fourth internal data release, where a large fraction of the data obtained before the end of August 2014 were re-analyzed homogeneously, taking into account the lessons learned in the previous internal releases. GES iDR4 will also form the basis of the next GES public data release through the ESO Phase3 portal for public surveys, which is expected in Autumn 2016. The color-scale refers to the density of points (red is low density while blue is high). A long tail of hot stars extending to T eff >14 000 K was cut for plot readability.
al. 2013), to study their internal properties and evolution, and as tracers of the thin disk population.
As a result, GES targets cover a wide range of properties, from dwarfs to giants, from O to M stars, and with a wide range of metallicities and abundance patterns. Figure 1 shows the parameter space coverage of the 54 530 iDR4 GES targets for which recommended parameters 2 were produced. The corresponding [Fe/H] distribution is presented in Figure 2 . As a first obvious requirement, GES calibrators must cover adequately this wide range of properties.
The analysis of the stellar spectra obtained by GES has been organized in a set of Working Groups (WGs). The characteristics of each WG are described in detail elsewhere, but in short: WG10 deals with the GIRAFFE analysis of FGK stars (RecioBlanco et al., in preparation) , WG11 with the UVES analysis of FGK stars (Smiljanic et al. 2014) , WG12 with the analysis of pre-MS and of cool stars (Lanzafame et al. 2015) , and WG13 with the analysis of hot stars (Blomme et al., in preparation) . Within each WG, almost all of the state-of-the-art methodologies -appropriate for different objects -are implemented and applied by various research groups called abundance analysis nodes. They cover various methodologies, from full spectral synthesis to classical EW (Equivalent Width) techniques, and using a variety of abundance computation codes. Some are more suited to deal with specific stellar properties like for example stellar rotation or veiling. Others were designed for accurate measurements of specific features, for example lithium or the H α line. More details on the individual nodes abundance analysis methods can be found in the above cited papers, describing the WG analysis. This is a major strength of GES, because it allows for method intercomparisons that are extremely instructive on the strengths, weaknesses and applicability ranges of each method, Fig. 2 . Metallicity distribution of GES iDR4 targets as a whole (greyshaded histogram), and of the UVES (red-shaded) and GIRAFFE (blueshaded) targets in iDR4. The histogram of the whole sample was normalized differently for clarity. Fig. 3 . Histogram of the S/N ratio distribution for individual spectra in GES iDR4 (grey-shaded histogram), and of UVES (red-shaded) and GIRAFFE (blue-shaded) individual spectra. The whole iDR4 sample is normalized differently for clarity.
and for a deep knowledge of systematic errors. However, this complexity of the data analysis places another strong requirement on the calibration strategy: that an adequate number of calibrating objects fall also into those regions of the parameter space that are analyzed by more than one WG and node.
Finally, as a natural consequence of the large variety of science targets and methods, the observing strategy relies on several different observing setups, that are appropriate for different types of objects and are summarized in Table 1 . Also, depending on the science goal (focus on RVs or on chemical abundances), a wide range of S/N ratios were obtained, as shown in Figure 3 . This places another requirement on GES calibrations: an adequate number of (calibrating) objects need to be observed with more than one setup and with a range of S/N ratios.
All the calibration requirements described above ensure that GES is both internally consistent with respect to the different methods, objects, and observational setups, and easily comparable with other literature results. Therefore, a good fraction of Fig. 4 . The iterative GES calibration and homogenisation process. Arrows mark the flow of information from target selection (described in this paper), to abundance analysis, and production of recommended parameters and abundances. Between and during abundance analysis cycles, feedback is provided by the downstream layers, to refine both the calibration observations and the analysis strategy. Only those WGs that make use of calibrators are indicated in this figure. the calibrators need to be well studied objects with reliable reference parameters and abundances. It is also desirable that some of the calibrators are observed by other large surveys as well, to enhance the legacy value of GES. The ensemble of all the internal and external calibration procedures in GES is referred to as homogenisation.
GES analysis workflow
GES data analysis proceeds in cycles, also called internal data releases (iDR). Within each cycle, the survey calibration and homogenisation is organized in three logical layers, as illustrated in Figure 4 . The starting one, coordinated by WG5, takes care of selecting the appropriate calibrating objects and of preparing their observations, which is the main topic of the present paper. In a second layer, appropriate calibrators are used by the WGs to compare and combine the node-level APs and abundances into WG-level recommended parameters. Finally, in different stages along each cycle, WG15 performs a homogenisation of the WGlevel results, to provide survey-level recommended RVs, APs, and chemical abundance ratios.
Internal consistency among abundace analysis nodes is facilitated as much as possible 3 by the use of a common set of atmospheric models (MARCS, see, Gustafsson et al. 2008 ), a common linelist (Heiter et al. 2015a) , and a common grid of synthetic spectra, based upon the one by de Laverny et al. (2012) . For the first processing cycles, up to iDR3, the homogenisation was carried out in a limited, exploratory way, based mostly on benchmark stars. During iDR4, the first full homogenisation took place at all levels, making use of all the observed calibrators and of new homogenisation algorithms. This effort provided important feedback on the calibration strategy, finalizing the calibrators selection strategy and the planning of the remaining calibration observations. The detailed homogenization procedure and algorithms are described in a companion paper (Hourihane et al., in preparation, hereafter H17).
GES calibrator types and observing strategy
The GES calibrators fall into a few main groups, described more in detail in dedicated sections, summarized here below. The list of iDR4 calibrators used in this paper is in Table 2 .
-Basic calibrations in GES are mostly related to RV standard star observations, as described in Section 3. -In GES, we extend the set of calibrating objects by including also benchmark stars, and in particular the Gaia FGK benchmark stars (Heiter et al. 2015b) . They are carefully selected, well-studied stars, for which T eff and logg were derived as independently from spectroscopy as possible (i.e., based on interferometric diameters, parallaxes, and so on, see Section 4 for more details). As such, they are good absolute calibrators of the parameters (i.e., for the accuracy), and useful references for the abundances. -Like many other spectroscopic surveys, GES observes many stars belonging to OCs and GCs, as described more in detail in Section 5. These calibrators are quite powerful for checking the internal consistency of the abundance analysis (i.e., for the precision), as well as providing a relatively robust external reference for the abundance scale and AP determination. -Collaborations are also ongoing with the CoRoT and Kepler teams, to obtain accurate logg reference values for large samples of giant stars, as described in Section 6.
The general idea behind the observing strategy is the following. For internal calibrations, each object should be observed with all the setups used by the different groups that will attempt a meaningful analysis of that object. For example, calibrators that can be in principle analysed by both OBA and FGK star experts should be observed with the setups adopted in GES for OBA stars (HR3, HR4 4 , HR5, HR6, and HR14) and FGK stars (HR9B, HR10, HR15N, HR21). In another example, OCs contain stars with properties overlapping those of the MW field part of the survey. To ensure that both OCs and field stars are analyzed consistently, a set of calibrating OCs should be observed with both the cluster (HR9B and HR15N) and the field (HR10 and HR21) GIRAFFE setups. More details on the typically adopted setups for each calibration type can be found in the following sections and in Table 1 .
To minimize the impact on the total observing time assigned by ESO, calibration observations are carried out as much as possible in twilight. This is generally appropriate for the brightest objects. Wavelength calibration lamps are switched on during GIRAFFE observations for RV standards, while the usual GES procedure of inserting short exposures with the lamps on is employed for benchmarks and cluster observations, to avoid spoiling scientific exposures with scattered light from lamps.
All calibration data are reduced in the same way as any other GES observation to extract the final science-ready spectra. The ESO processing pipelines (Ballester et al. 2000) are employed to produce extracted and wavelength-calibrated UVES spectra, while a dedicated pipeline for the GIRAFFE processing was developed at CASU 5 (Cambridge Astronomy Survey Unit). Both pipelines are complemented with GES-specific software to perform additional operations like sky subtraction or continuum normalization, radial velocity determination, and so on (for more details, see Jeffries et al. 2014; Sacco et al. 2014 , for GIRAFFE and UVES, respectively). Table 2 . List of GES iDR4 calibrators used in this paper. The list is published in its entirety in the electronic version of the paper, and at CDS. It can be used to select the iDR4 calibrators from the upcoming ESO Phase 3 public release. Here we show a portion to illustrate its contents. The columns contain: (1) the GES unique identifier of each star (the CNAME), based on the object sexagesimal coordinates; (2) the calibration type, that can be GC or OC for clusters, RV for radial velocity standards, BM for benchmark stars, or CR for CoRoT targets; (3) the field name; (4) and (5) 
Basic calibrators
Basic spectroscopic calibrations generally include -besides the acquisition of an adequate set of calibration frames like bias, flat fields, wavelength calibration lamps, sky fibers placement 6 , and the like -the observation of flux standard stars, radial velocity standard stars, and hot, fast rotating stars for telluric absorption band removal, also referred to as telluric standard stars.
For a large spectroscopic survey like GES, where the main deliverables are chemical abundances, RVs, and APs, the flux calibration of spectra is not a crucial requirement and thus it is not performed. The correction for telluric absorption features is likewise not crucial, especially because it only affects the very last portion of HR21 GIRAFFE spectra, and short wavelength intervals in the UVES spectra 7 . If it will become necessary for specific scientific applications, telluric absorption bands can be efficiently removed, in future GES releases, with the use of Earth atmospheric models (for example, from the TAPAS collaboration, Bertaux et al. 2014) . Therefore, no observations of telluric standards were carried out over the current survey, and none are overall planned.
Accurate and precise RV measurements are one of the main tools to fulfil the scientific goals of GES, and thus a specific calibration strategy was implemented.
Radial velocity standard stars
GES requires radial velocities with a precision in the range 0.3-1.0 km s −1 to fulfil its various scientific goals (Gilmore et al. 2012) , and both UVES and GIRAFFE have the potential of delivering RVs with a precision well below 500 m s −1 (see also Sacco et al. 2014; Jackson et al. 2015) . To reach an accuracy comparable to the quoted precision, it is necessary to keep the systematics under control, especially those related to the wavelength calibration scale, the non-uniform fiber/slit illumination, and the template mismatch in the cross-correlation procedure. Table 3 . Radial Velocity standards for zero-point calibration of GES, with their references RV measurements, taken from Soubiran et al. (2013) except for GJ 388 (Chubak et al. 2012 For GIRAFFE, to greatly reduce the systematics associated with the wavelength calibration, it was sufficient to associate to the scientific exposures short adjacent exposures with the SIM-CAL (the simultaneous wavelength calibration lamp) switched on. Also the use of sky-lines can improve the RV accuracy, as shown by Jeffries et al. (2006) and Koposov et al. (2011) . To reach an even better accuracy, below 300 m s −1 , the repeated observation of RV standards of different spectral types with the specific purpose of calibrating the RV zero point is necessary. For UVES, the use of sky lines has proved to reach a sufficient zero-point accuracy, thus no more UVES observations of RV standards were required starting from 2015, while for GIRAFFE they are continuing. More details on the wavelength and RV calibration strategy for GIRAFFE and UVES spectra, respectively, can be found in Jeffries et al. (2014) , Sacco et al. (2014) , and in the GES description papers (Gilmore et al.; Randich et al., in preparation) .
GES was conceived to achieve its maximum impact once combined with Gaia data (Section 1), therefore the main source of RV standards for GES was the Gaia standard stars catalogue (Soubiran et al. 2013) , complemented by Chubak et al. (2012) . We relied on the best RV calibrators found in the Gaia catalogue, that appeared to be stable in RV within a few m s −1 over the explored time baseline (see Table 3 for a list of targets). Later, after the processing of the first internal data release (iDR1), the need Table 1 ) and the GIRAFFE setups are HR9B, HR10, 15N, and 21. The very high S/N ratios are due to the RV standards brightness (see Table 3 ) and to the need of integrating for relatively long exposure times, to average out illumination non-homogeneities within the fibres. Table 3 . The coloured symbols are the same RV differences, but aggregated for each RV standard star in the various setups, and are still uncalibrated. The final iDR4 recommended values, obtained from the internal homogenization process, are shown by large black diamonds, which are placed at the average S/N ratio of the spectra obtained for each RV standard star.
for more RV stars cooler than 4000 K emerged, and four M stars were included into the list. No hot standards are included in the calibration set. We are observing one or two RV standards in every observing run (approximately once per month). We used relatively long exposure times (about 100 s) compared to other bright calibrators like benchmark stars, avoiding saturation, not only to increase the S/N ratio (see Figure 5 ), but also to ensure uniform slit illumination, and with the SIMCAL on when observing with GIRAFFE.
Besides being used to set the zero-point of GIRAFFE RV measurements, the RV standards are also used in the WG15 hoArticle number, page 5 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. WG5paper_v7arxiv Fig. 7 . S/N ratio of individual spectra of benchmark stars. In an initial phase, spectra were obtained in a range of S/N ratio values. Later, we aimed at obtaining at least 3 exposures per benchmarks star per setup, with a combined S/N>100 per pixel (without saturating). mogenization procedure, described in detail by H17. Briefly, the performance of each of the observed setups was tested with RV standards (see Figure 6 ), to identify the setups that show the smallest offset with respect to the reference values of Table 3 . All other setups were corrected to the scale of the best setup (generally HR10, followed by HR15N) using the stars in common with the best available setup to compute an offset. In previous GES releases, offsets of 0.5 km s −1 were reported between UVES and GIRAFFE (see Sacco et al. 2014; Donati et al. 2014; Lardo et al. 2015, among others) . In iDR4, the two instruments showed much smaller differences, of a few meters per second, thanks to the use of sky lines to correct for UVES wavelength calibration uncertainties. The setup that shows the largest offset is HR21 ( 0.5 km s −1 ), for which the SIMCAL lamps are switched off to avoid contaminating the scientific exposure given the high efficiency of this particular setup.
Benchmark stars
In traditional works of stellar abundance analysis, the Sun is used as a reference, either to verify a posteriori the validity of the presented results by performing an analysis of a Solar spectrum with the same technique employed on the programme stars or to perform a differential analysis of the programme stars with respect to the Sun (see Sousa et al. 2014 , for a GES-related example of this type of analysis). A second example of a reference star widely used for testing abundance analysis of cooler, more metal-poor stars is Arcturus (see, e.g., Ramírez & Allende Prieto 2011; Mészáros et al. 2013; Morel et al. 2014, and included references) . Moreover, when large samples are analyzed, the stars in common among different literature studies are used as a comparison to put all data on the same system, as much as possible (see, e.g., Worley et al. 2012; De Pascale et al. 2014; Bensby et al. 2014) . Within the Gaia mission preparatory effort, the concept of one reference star for APs determination and abundance analysis verification has been extended to define the so-called Gaia benchmark stars set (Heiter et al. 2015b ). Benchmark stars ideally have known Hipparcos parallaxes, angular diameters, and bolometric fluxes, and their masses have been determined in a homogeneous way, so their effective temperatures and surface gravities can be derived as independently as possible from spectroscopy.
Even if FLAMES is not the ideal instrument to observe individual stars, it was deemed extremely important to observe these fundamental reference objects within GES. Being bright stars, they were observed mainly during twilight, with the three GES UVES setups and with the GIRAFFE HR9B, 10, 15N, and 21 setups (see Table 1 ), i.e., the four GES setups used for FGK stars in the MW field and in OCs. GES further extended the list to include also a few cooler K and M benchmarks and a few hotter O, B, and A benchmarks, as detailed in the next sections. The hot benchmark stars were observed also with the GES hot stars GIRAFFE setups: HR3, 5A, 6, and 14A (see Table 1 ). The S/N ratio of the observed spectra is reported in Figure 7 .
Benchmark stars and candidate benchmarks are used both in the WG-level and survey-level homogenization processes, to assess which abundance analysis nodes and WGs, respectively, perform better in different regions of the parameters space, as expanded in Section 4.4. More details on the use of benchmark stars can be found in Smiljanic et al. (2014) , Lanzafame et al. (2015) , and H17.
Gaia FGK benchmarks
The FGK benchmark stars that were selected as GES astrophysical calibrators are listed in Table 4 . They are extracted from the original set of Gaia FGK benchmark stars (Heiter et al. 2015b Fig. 8 . Position on the T eff -logg plane of the Gaia FGK benchmark stars (Heiter et al. 2015b , see also Section 4.1) analyzed in iDR4, coloured according to their [Fe/H] . A few of the cooler benchmarks (T eff <4000 K) described in Section 4.2 were also analyzed in iDR4. The whole GES iDR4 sample is reported in the background as smaller grey squares.
which contains 34 stars with T eff in the range 3500-6500 K, logg in 0.5-4.5 dex, and with a metallicity ranging from supersolar to -2.5 dex. Additional spectra of these stars were gathered from the ESO archive (UVES and HARPS) and from the NAR-VAL archival observations at the Pic du Midi, and homogenized into a comprehensive library of high-resolution spectra (BlancoCuaresma et al. 2014) . The only fundamental parameter that was not well constrained for these stars in the literature was [Fe/H], thus an effort from the GES abundance analysis nodes was made to derive independently a set of reference [Fe/H] value for each of them (Jofré et al. , 2015 , along with abundances for 10 elements, as a first step. Figure 8 gives an idea of the parameter space covered by the Gaia benchmark stars. The set only contains few metal-poor stars, a regime that is not much sampled in GES (see Figure 2 ), but we recently identified a few more candidates with [Fe/H]<-1.2 dex (Hawkins et al. 2016 ).
Additional M benchmarks
The collection of Gaia benchmark stars, from which we selected the sample described in the previous section, does not include a sufficient number of stars cooler than 3500 K. Benchmark stars in the M-dwarf region are needed both for Gaia (expected to observe more than one million M dwarfs) and GES, where M dwarfs are included among OC target stars. Angular diameter measurements for potential cool benchmark stars have only recently started to become available, and homogeneous metallicity determinations for the most promising ones are not available yet.
Nevertheless, we selected a number of candidate benchmarks among the best studied M-dwarf stars, listed in Table 5 . For four of these stars, angular diameters were published by with a precision of 1-2%, while the angular diameters of GJ 436 and GJ 581 were determined by von Braun et al. (2011 to 3%, and that of GJ 551 by Demory et al. (2009) to 5%. Bolometric fluxes were measured for all stars by Boyajian et al. (2012) with a precision of 1%. These data give T eff inde- Lindgren et al. (2016) . c Not observed yet, we will rely on UVES archival data. pendent from photometry or spectroscopy for all stars, as listed in Table 5 . Spectroscopic metallicity determination is more difficult for M dwarfs than for FGK dwarfs due to the more complex optical spectra. Several approaches have been pursued in the literature. These include calibrations of photometric data or low-resolution infrared spectroscopic features (e.g., Rojas-Ayala et al. 2012), or analysis of high-resolution spectra in optical or infrared regions (e.g., Önehag et al. 2012; Neves et al. 2014; Lindgren et al. 2016) . Usually, samples of binaries with M-and FGK components are used for calibration or validation of the methods. Selected metallicities from various sources are listed in Table 5 .
For most of these stars, there are additional high-resolution spectra available, in addition to those obtained with the GES setups. GJ 436, GJ 526, and GJ 880 were observed at optical and near-IR wavelengths with the NARVAL spectrograph. For GJ 436, GJ 551, GJ 581, and GJ 880, J-band spectra with R=50 000 were obtained with the CRIRES spectrograph at the VLT. GJ 699 is included in the CRIRES-POP library (wavelength range from 1 to 5 µm, Lebzelter et al. 2012 ). These highquality archival data constitute a legacy sample that will allow us to compare results obtained in the optical and infrared wavelength regions. In GES iDR4 all observations for the listed cool benchmarks were completed, except for GJ 551 (Proxima Centauri), for which we will most probably have to rely on UVES archival data in future data releases.
Additional OBA benchmarks
While benchmarks stars -with APs as independent as possible from spectroscopy -are becoming available for FGK and M types, as we discussed above, the situation is not as favourable in the case of hotter stars. This is due to the lack of interferometric data and the lack of spectrophotometry in the ultraviolet where the flux of these stars dominates. With this limitation in mind, one can, however, define a sample of well-studied A, B, and Otype stars with relatively well-established parameters in the refereed literature -even if not independent from spectroscopy.
For the calibration of APs of A-type stars, we selected 5 benchmark stars previously observed for the AP calibration of hot stars for Gaia (Bailer-Jones et al. 2013) . These Gaia benchmark stars were observed with S/N≈1000, using the Hermes@Mercator (R=85 000) in La Palma, Spain. Additional Gaia OBA benchmark spectra are being observed in ongoing dediArticle number, page 7 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. WG5paper_v7arxiv Table 6 . List of OBA benchmark candidates observed by GES, none was analyzed in any internal release so far. A few more OBA stars will be observed before the end of the survey. Magnitudes and spectral types are from SIMBAD. cated observing programs. We complemented the set with one late B-type star with T eff ≈11 000 K (134 Tau). These stars were carefully selected to cover different spectral subtypes, to have small v sin i values, and to be bright and visible from Paranal. Their optical spectra show sufficiently deep and narrow absorption lines in the wavelength regions also observed by GES. They are presently being observed by GES and will be used not only for survey-level homogenization, but also for testing the quality of APs and elemental abundance computed by the WG13 nodes, for all GES A-and late B-type stars in various Galactic young OCs.
For the early B-type stars, the selected pool of candidate benchmarks had their parameters (T eff and log g) estimated solely from high-resolution spectroscopic data (e.g., this excludes T eff measurements based on photometric indices). Also, only studies treating the line formation in non-LTE were considered. The model atmospheres used may be either LTE or non-LTE (LTE being a reasonable assumption for B-type dwarfs; Przybilla et al. 2011 ), but a full line blanketing was considered a requirement. We performed a comparison of the available studies for each candidate B-type benchmark for GES, and rejected discrepant measurements (e.g., a few of the very high gravities from Daflon & Cunha 2004 , and references therein). In some cases, stars were studied by various authors with similar data and methods, but we preferred one set over another to avoid redundancies. For example we used the results of Nieva & Przybilla (2012) for the four stars in common with Nieva & Simón-Díaz (2011) , or for the three stars in common with Irrgang et al. (2014) . The stars eventually selected have consistent APs from at least two highquality and independent studies. It is important to note that most B stars analysed by GES, and generally belonging to young OCs, are fast rotators (e.g., v sin i ∼ 160 km s −1 in NGC 3293). On the contrary, the abundance studies in the literature are heavily biased against such objects. As a consequence, the vast majority of the selected B benchmark stars are slow rotators (by far the fastest rotator is θ Car with v sin i ∼ 110 km s −1 ; Hubrig et al. 2008 ). This caveat should be kept in mind. 
GES iDR4
Reservoir of OBA benchmark candidates Observed OBA benchmark candidates Fig. 9 . Position of OBA benchmark candidates on the T eff -logg plane. The OBA benchmarks are plotted as magenta squares; the pool of OBA benchmarks from which a few more will be selected for observations is represented by yellow squares; the GES iDR4 sample is reported in the background as grey squares.
The O-type candidate benchmarks were selected from the new Galactic O-Star Spectroscopic Survey spectral classification standard grid , which is a recent revision of the atlas for spectral classification, first established by Walborn & Fitzpatrick (1990) . The full grid comprises more than 100 stars with spectral subtypes from O2 to O9.7 and luminosity classes from V to Ia, in both hemispheres, and it has been observed at high resolution (R 50 000) in two dedicated surveys (OWN and IACOB, see Barbá et al. 2010 Barbá et al. , 2014 Simón-Díaz et al. 2011b . A quantitative and homogeneous spectroscopic analysis of the OWN and IACOB samples is being performed within the framework of the IACOB project, and the results will soon be published (Holgado et al., in preparation), along with the full spectra library. The multi-epoch spectra of the OWN and IACOB projects also allow for variability searches, and a literature comparison with recent hot star surveys results for v sin i, T eff , logg, and helium abundance (Repolust et al. 2004; Markova et al. 2014; Martins et al. 2015) , is also being carried out. Table 6 lists the OBA candidate benchmarks observed by GES up to now, while Figure 9 shows the parameter coverage of both the observed and candidate OBA benchmarks in the T efflogg plane. We expect to observe a few more OBA benchmarks before the end of the survey.
GES benchmarks results
Benchmark stars were used in GES iDR4 both within each WG to homogenize the results of different abundance analysis nodes (see, e.g. Smiljanic et al. 2014) and at the survey level to homogenize the results of different WGs (see H17). Additionally, in iDR4, the FGK benchmark stars are among the few calibrators that are also used to provide an external reference for APs, i.e., they are used as absolute calibrators. For example in WG11, they are used to define weights for each of the abundance analysis node results, that vary for different regions of the AP space based on that node results on benchmark stars. The calibration procedures derived using benchmarks, among other calibrators, are applied to all survey data and therefore it is useful to examine the effects of the whole process on the benchmark stars themselves. Figure 10 shows differences of the iDR4 recommended GES APs and [Fe/H] values with the reference AP values (Heiter et al. 2015b ) and NLTE metallicities ). The average differences are T eff =14±113 K, log g=-0.07±0. [Fe/H]=-0.02±0.13 dex. In all cases, the average offsets are negligible, and the dispersions give an idea of the typical GES performances on these high S/N ratio spectra.
Star clusters
Often, the goal of providing astrophysical calibrations for a spectroscopic survey is achieved by observing clusters in the MW. Both relatively old OCs (Section 5.1), and GCs (Section 5.3) are used in various surveys (RAVE, GALAH, and APOGEE, for example). They are extremely powerful calibrators of both APs and abundance ratios, for a number of reasons:
-although their APs are not as accurate as those of benchmark stars (Section 4), clusters contain many stars with similarto first order -distances, ages, and chemical compositions 8 ; thus, clusters provide extremely robust calibrators, because they also provide a way to statistically estimate the uncertainty on determined metallicities and abundance ratios; -both OCs and GCs can -globally -rely upon a vast literature of photometric, astrometric, and spectroscopic measurements, and on very advanced models of stellar structure Tables 8 and 7) ; empty histograms represent a pool of viable candidates to complete the coverage. A few of them could be selected in the next observing runs, depending on observations scheduling and data homogenization needs. and evolution, that are invaluable tools, making clusters ideal reference objects for both external calibration and literature cross-checks; -having stars with virtually the same distance, it is possible to precisely know surface gravity, which is one of the most difficult quantities to derive for field stars without an absolute distance determination (see also Section 6); in general it is possible to derive precise APs from the many high-quality photometric catalogues available, thus clusters also provide an invaluable testbench for a survey's APs determination; -cluster stars have different APs, varying along the sequences of the colour-magnitude diagram in a regular way, allowing for the investigation of chemical abundance trends with paArticle number, page 9 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. WG5paper_v7arxiv Table 7 . GES calibrating open clusters, with basic properties from Dias et al. (2002, and latest updates) , and [Fe/H] metallicity from Heiter et al. (2014) , except where noted. The status column refers only to the GES calibration observations, i.e., to those OCs that were observed with both the OC observing setups and the MW ones. The last column indicates other surveys using each OC as calibrator, along with other useful annotations. Bragaglia & Tosi (2006) . rameters: no other calibrator allows for this kind of check of the internal consistency of an abundance analysis, which is invaluable even for each individual method, even before comparing different methods; -finally, the AP variations of cluster stars -having the same metallicity -allows for a very efficient internal calibration of a complex survey like GES; in particular, they allow the linking of various abundance analysis techniques employed by the many GES abundance analysis nodes concerning giants and dwarfs, cool and hot stars, GIRAFFE and UVES spectra.
Star clusters in iDR4 were not used as absolute (external) calibrators like benchmark stars, but were rather used a posteriori to verify the quality of the whole homogenization procedure at the node, WG, and survey levels (see also Section 5.5). The metallicity range covered by GES calibrating clusters is presented in Figure 11 , while Figure 12 shows the distribution of S/N ratios for individual spectra, where typically each star was observed three times per setup.
OC selection criteria
Calibrating OCs 9 were selected to interface with other current spectroscopic surveys, including also well known and studied clusters, to cover the metallicity range of interest. In the case of OCs, however, we tried to use as much as possible the targets selected by the GES OC group, because they already gather state-of-the-art literature data in terms of photometry, membership, binarity, and so on (see Bragaglia et al., in preparation, for more details), and because we could profit from the GES analysis to further select more reliable members. This is also the reason why calibrating OC observations started later in the survey than GC ones.
We gave priority to relatively old OCs, where a red clump is present 10 , so that in many calibrating OCs we will have both red clump giants and main sequence dwarfs. The GES science target OCs are generally observed with the UVES 580 setup, and the GIRAFFE HR15N and HR9B setups (see Table 1 ). Additionally, the stars selected for calibrations were also observed with the HR10 and HR21 GIRAFFE setups, i.e., those used for MW field 9 We term calibrating OCs here the OCs (or OC stars) that are observed specifically for the purpose of calibration, i.e., with both the MW field setups and the OC setups. Many more OC stars and OCs are observed for GES scientific purposes, and they will be called science OCs. Generally, the calibrating OC stars are a subset of the science OCs. 10 In any case, we did not select OCs younger than 100-200 Myrs as calibrators. Table 1 ). The whole GES iDR4 sample is reported in the background as smaller grey dots.
stars. This was intended to facilitate the internal calibration and to increase the wavelength coverage, thus making the abundance analysis of calibrating stars more robust.
In iDR4, three OCs were observed, as indicated in Table 7 , while four more were completed recently. Additional OCs may be added in the future, depending on scheduling and analysis requirements.
Selection criteria for individual OC stars
For OCs, the individual star selection criteria varied from case to case. The reliable members observed with both the OC and field setups, and included in iDR4, are displayed in Figure 13 . Our main guidelines were:
-to profit from the target selection effort performed by the GES OC group (Bragaglia et al., in preparation) , selecting the candidates among stars that already had good membership information from the literature, or from previous GES internal releases; in other words, for most calibrating OCs,
Article number, page 10 of 16 E. Pancino et al.: The Gaia-ESO Survey: calibration strategy Table 8 . GES calibrating globular clusters, with basic properties from the Harris Galactic GC catalogue (Harris 1996 (Harris , 2010 , except where noted. The status column specifies the processing cycle in which each GC was analysed for the first time (see Section 2), and the last column indicates other surveys using each GC as calibrator, along with other useful annotations. Lardo et al. (2015) .
the selected stars are a subsample of those observed for scientific purposes; -to connect stars in different evolutionary phases, i.e., on the red clump and on the MS, whenever it was possible to select MS stars in a convienient magnitude range without including too many fast rotating stars in the sample; -to sample a range of APs to test the self-consistency of the abundance analysis -similarly to the case of GCs -selecting stars in a range of 1-2 mag on the MS for those OCs for which a low fraction of fast rotators were present in the affordable magnitude ranges; in those OCs, we selected stars spanning a range of 1-2 magnitudes;
Additionally, ESO FLAMES archival data of the relevant OCs will be included in GES, as explained above: for example, many of the stars analysed in NGC 6705 or M 67 come from the ESO UVES archive. It is important to note that scientific OC observations can also be used by the WGs or by WG15 to homogenize the results.
GC selection criteria
The selection of calibrating GCs 11 proceeded by considering clusters that were used by other surveys like RAVE (Steinmetz et al. 2006; Zwitter et al. 2008; Siebert et al. 2011; Lane et al. 2011 ), GALAH (De Silva et al. 2015 , Martell, 2014 , and APOGEE (Frinchaboy et al. 2012 (Frinchaboy et al. , 2013 Anders et al. 2013; Mészáros et al. 2013) , or that were subject to numerous high-resolution studies in the past.
Another fundamental criterion was the availability of wide field ( 25 , the FLAMES field of view), accurate photometric data in the literature or in the archives. Unfortunately, at the time when GES started, not many public photometric catalogues were available that covered the required field of view. Therefore, we made use of the large amount of WFI (Wide Field Imager) public GC data in the ESO archive. All relevant data were pre-reduced with IRAF and then analyzed with DAOPHOT II and ALLSTAR (Stetson 1987 (Stetson , 1992 , and the resulting magnitudes will be published in the next public GES release. A more comprehensive set of photometric catalogues, including data from all available public archives, is being prepared by P. Stetson 12 and the catalogues for GES GCs will be published elsewhere. It is important to stress that for dense stellar fields like GCs, the available survey catalogues -used to select GES targets for the MW field -are not precise enough. An example of the improvement that specific crowded-field PSF-fitting techniques can bring over a standard photometric analysis was presented by An et al. (2008) concerning GCs in SDSS.
We thus created a sample including as many clusters as possible, selected from the other surveys calibrating samples, that were visible from the South. We then filled the gaps in [Fe/H] with clusters having public photometry data (from the ESO archive or from the literature). Special care was taken in including metal-rich GCs, as an interface with the OCs (see next Section) and considering that the majority of GES field targets are relatively metal-rich.
Twelve GCs were analyzed in iDR4, but two of them were not complete: NGC 4372 and NGC 6553. They will be fully included in subsequent releases, along with a few more GCs. A complete list of observed GCs can be found in Table 8 , with the metallicity coverage illustrated in Figure 11 .
Selection criteria for individual GC stars
We focused on red giants, because they are generally the beststudied objects in the literature. A few subgiants and main sequence (MS) stars were previously observed with UVES or GI-RAFFE and were included in the GES analysis cycles along with other relevant ESO archival data. For UVES, we avoided repeating stars that already had good-quality UVES spectra in the archive. We did however repeat with UVES a few of the stars having GIRAFFE observations in the archive, to build a small sample of stars observed with both instruments for internal calibration purposes. All the other UVES targets were high probability members, based on their position in the CMD 13 . Stars with companions brighter than 1% of their flux in a 1 circle were excluded from observations. For GIRAFFE, we gave highest priority to red giants having already archival observations in non-GES HR setups (see Table 1 ), because (i) they were in most cases analyzed and published, so we had additional information like RVs and chemistry to assess their membership and (ii) having a larger wavelength coverage (with more GIRAFFE setups observed) can produce a more reliable estimate of the APs and abundance ratios. Some effort was dedicated, whenever possible, to observe a few stars in common with other spectroscopic surveys mentioned above. Whenever additional membership information was available in the literature (RVs, proper motions, metallicities), it was used to select the most probable cluster members.
Depending on the GC and on the available body of archival data, the final sample of stars analyzed in iDR4 per GC was of the order of 10-50 with UVES and 50-200 with GIRAFFE. All GES data were observed with UVES 580 and GIRAFFE HR10 and HR21. The candidates and archival data span a range of 1-3 magnitudes along the red giant branch in each GC, which implies significant variations of APs in stars with the same [Fe/H], thus allowing for rather precise tests on the parameters and the selfconsistency of the analysis (see below). To select provisional members for this paper, we used a 3 σ cut around the median RV and [Fe/H] of the GES iDR4 recommended values, that were always fully compatible with the literature reference values reported in Table 8 . The position in the theoretical T eff -log g plane of the selected members can be seen in Figure 14 . 13 During the first few GES runs, due to strict scheduling requirements, we were forced to observe three clusters with high differential reddening: NGC 4833, NGC 5927, and NGC 4372. For these, the percentage of member stars among the selected targets was significantly lower than for the other GCs. For NGC 5927 we could rely on a published study with RVs of red clump stars (Simmerer et al. 2013) , therefore in that case the majority of selected stars turned out to be members. Anyway, even if field contaminants cannot directly help for calibrations, they have an obvious scientific value for GES. 
Selected results on calibrating clusters
Clusters were used within GES past releases at many different levels, to compare results obtained by different nodes, WGs, or observing setups, and to study internal trends of abundances with APs. They were useful to identify various problems that were later remedied in iDR4. Clusters were not, however, used as absolute calibrators in iDR4, but rather were used a posteriori to test the goodness of the overall homogenization process. Therefore it is interesting to compare the final iDR4 cluster recommended values with state-of-the-art external reference values, to give an idea of the results of the whole GES homogeneization procedure.
A first comparison can be made with stellar models. In Figure 15 we show NGC 1851 and NGC 6705 as an example. A more extensive discussion and set of model comparisons will be presented in H17. We used four different sets of stellar isochrones: the PARSEC set (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2014) ; the BaSTI set (Pietrinferni et al. 2004 (Pietrinferni et al. , 2006 ; the Dartmouth set (Dotter et al. 2008) ; and the VictoriaRegina set (VandenBerg et al. 2006) . We adopted the parameters listed in Tables 7 and 8 , with an age of 12.8 Gyr for NGC 1851. As can be seen, apart from the small residual offset between the GIRAFFE and UVES results (see below), the GES iDR4 recommended parameters agree well with theoretical predictions, within the quoted uncertainties. Considering the automated analysis, which is not tailored to obtain the best results for GCs, this is a very satisfactory result.
For a different comparison, we computed independent T eff and logg values from our photometry, described in Section 5.3, using the Alonso et al. (1999) and Alonso et al. (1996) calibrations for giants and dwarfs, respectively. To obtain T eff , we used the B-V and V-K colors, dereddened with the E(B-V) values listed in Tables 8 and 7 , and we transformed the K 2MASS magnitudes into K TCS ones with the relations by Ramírez & Melén-dez (2005) . Similarly, we obtained logg using bolometric corrections from the cited calibrations and fundamental relations. We assumed a fixed mass of 0. varying mass for OC stars at various evolutionary stages, based on the above selected isochrone sets.
The results of the comparison are presented in Figure 16 , where we also show the results obtained during the previous internal processing cycle (iDR2 + iDR3, based on data gathered in the first two years of GES observations). As can be seen, there has been enormous improvement from the previous to the present internal data release, especially at the two extremes of the metallicity range. The causes of the improvement lie in the cyclic nature of GES data analysis and calibration, where with each cycle not only new data are added, but new procedures are introduced either to implement lessons learned in previous cycles, or to refine the quality control and data analysis. A similar analysis, based on the entire GES sample, will be presented in Randich et al. (2016, in preparation) The median iDR4 offsets to the reference values are always compatible with zero -within the uncertainties -and the typical 1 σ spreads for both UVES and GIRAFFE are compatible with the median GES errors. Of course, the selected reference parameters depend on the chosen reference cluster parameters in Tables 8 and 7 , on the colour-temperature calibration relations and their errors, on the accuracy and precision of the reference photometry, and so on. Had we chosen the (González Hernán-dez & Bonifacio 2009) colour-temperature calibration, for example, the median T eff differences reported below would have been lower by about 60 K. What is important to note here is that the reference APs are derived with an independent method and yet the agreement is quite satisfactory, especially considering that cluster stars in GES are analyzed with the same method as field stars, i.e., without profiting from the extra information on distance provided by clusters. For UVES we obtained < ∆T eff > = 71 ± 93 K, < ∆ log g > = 0.04 ± 0.18 dex, and < ∆[Fe/H]> = 0.06 ± 0.11 dex. For GIRAFFE we obtained < ∆T eff > = -49 ± 149 K, < ∆ log g > = -0.21 ± 0.30 dex, and < ∆[Fe/H]> = 0.00 ± 0.16 dex, where the quoted uncertainties are 1 σ spreads.
Astroseismologic constraints
The resonant frequencies of stochastically-driven pulsators (such as the Sun and other FGK-type dwarfs and giants with turbulent convective envelopes) allow for precise estimates of stellar APs that are largely independent of spectroscopy (see e.g. Miglio et al. 2013 , and references therein). As an example the surface gravity log g, a relatively difficult quantity to measure directly from spectroscopy alone, is strongly correlated with the frequency at maximum oscillation power (ν max ): (Brown 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995; Belkacem et al. 2011) . Given the typical accuracy of these scaling relations and the precision of the measured ν max , the seismic estimates of log g are likely more precise (σ log g ∼ 0.05 dex) than those derived from standard spectroscopic methods, that are typically in the range σ log g 0.1 − 0.2 dex. Note also the weak dependence of log g on T eff : a shift in T eff of ≈ 100 K leads to an expected variation in log g of less than 0.01 dex, at least in the mass range covered by GES.
There is good agreement between the log g values inferred from seismology and from classical methods for bright stars spanning a wide range of effective temperature and evolutionary state (dwarfs, sub-giants and red giants, Morel & Miglio 2012; Morel et al. 2014) . This supports the application of scaling relations in deriving weakly model-dependent log g estimates, at least for the tested domains of metallicity and surface gravity. In the case of Kepler, the spectroscopic and seismic gravities have shown a good agreement, with no evidence of systematic offsets: log g spec − log g seism = +0.08 ± 0.07 dex for dwarfs ) and −0.05 ± 0.30 dex for giants (Thygesen et al. 2012) . Fixing log g to the seismic value in spectroscopic analysis -whenever possible -has become an increasingly popular technique (e.g., Huber et al. 2013) . The availability of precise seismic log g estimates for thousands of solar-like pulsators detected by CoRoT (Michel et al. 2008) and Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010 ) missions makes them valuable targets for science verification and/or calibration.
Asteroseismic collaborations with GES
GES observed selected targets in the LRc01 and LRa01 CoRoT fields (in the Galactic center and anticenter directions, respectively) where CoRoT has detected and characterized more than 2 000 oscillating G-K red giants (Mosser et al. 2010 , see also Figure 17 ). More than 1 500 red giants were observed with the GES field setups (Table 1 ) and analysed in iDR4. A subset of a few tens of the candidates, for which the oscillation spectra Article number, page 13 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. WG5paper_v7arxiv have also allowed to derive their evolutionary state (either RGB or central He-burning, Mosser et al. 2011) , were observed with UVES. The GES-CoRoT collaboration will provide a set of reference parameters to compare with the GES recommended parameters, similarly to what was done by Jofré et al. (2014) for the benchmark stars. The final reference APs for these stars will be derived by a combined team of GES and CoRoT scientists, after an iterative process: the spectroscopic T eff value obtained by GES and the seismic parameter ν max will provide a first seismic log g value, which will be held fixed in the following spectroscopic analysis by a subset of the GES abundance analysis nodes participating to the GES-CoRoT project. The new T eff value will then provide a new seismic log g estimate, and so on, until convergence (typically no more than two iterations are needed). The results of this project will be presented elsewhere. Similarly, thousands of solar-like oscillating giant stars have been discovered in Campaigns 1 and 3 of the K2 mission. GES observations are currently planned for a combined asteroseismic-spectroscopic analysis using individual resonant frequencies with the Birmingham asteroseismic group, allowing for far more insight on the physics of stellar interiors than what is available using simple scaling relations (e.g., Davies et al. 2016) . Other spectroscopic surveys are targeting giants observed by Kepler and CoRoT for similar purposes, so a large sample of overlapping spectroscopic observations is expected (see also Figure 18 ), allowing for future survey intercalibrations. More details on the target selection strategy, data analysis, and use of these calibrators for the intercalibration with other surveys can be found in Gilmore et al., (2016, in preparation) .
Discussion and conclusions
The GES calibration and data analysis strategy is designed to take care of the internal consistency and the overall robustness of its results with respect to literature or reference values. The abundance analysis process in GES is complex, resulting from observations of different objects with different instrumental setups, and analyzed by several abundance analysis nodes, using virtually all of the existing state-of-the-art techniques. While this is one of the major strengths of the GES data analysis, it requires particular attention in the process of data homogenisation, that produces the GES recommended RVs, APs, and chemical abundance ratios.
Different classes of calibrating objects were selected, with the main goals of covering the different observational setups, the AP space covered by the GES scientific targets, and the variety of methods used to analyze them. In particular, we selected a sample of 31 RV standards from the Gaia RV standards catalogue (Soubiran et al. 2013 ); a pool of star clusters, both GCs and OCs, either used as calibrators by other major ongoing surveys or well studied in the literature, of which 21 were observed to date; a list of FGK benchmark stars in common with the Gaia list of benchmarks (Heiter et al. 2015b ) was observed, complemented by cooler M benchmarks and OBA candidate benchmark stars; and a list of thousands of targets in common with those of the two major astroseismic space missions, CoRoT and Kepler, was also observed. In a few cases the calibration planning of GES and its requirements have spawned calibration projects like the Gaia benchmarks spectroscopic project (Blanco-Cuaresma et al. 2014; Jofré et al. 2014 Jofré et al. , 2015 Hawkins et al. 2016) or the GES-CoRoT collaboration, that will prove useful for many other projects and surveys.
The complex GES calibration and homogenization procedures, described in Smiljanic et al. (2014) , Lanzafame et al. (2015) , and H17, are applied at different levels of the data processing (node, WG, and survey-wide) and they are applied to all the GES targets (field stars, OC scientific targets, and calibrators). Therefore, it is particularly instructive to examine the outcome of the whole calibration process on the calibrating objects themselves. We presented a few examples of the comparisons that are routinely performed in GES. In particular, we showed how the cyclic processing leads to significant improvement from Article number, page 14 of 16 cycle to cycle. We also quantitatively showed that the agreement between GES iDR4 recommended values and reference values for the calibrating objects are very satisfactory. The average offsets and spreads are generally compatible with the GES measurement errors, proving that the performance goals set by Gilmore et al. (2012) and Randich et al. (2013) are being met.
